Check engine light problems?

Eastern ECO Converters are designed to help keep the Check Engine Light (MIL) off

Our new ECO Series converters feature washcoats with greater loadings of precious metals to handle applications with ultra low emissions, or higher than normal emissions, as well as vehicles with higher mileage and heavier workloads.

Eastern ECO Series catalytic converters are available in most Universal configurations and in Direct-fit configurations for vehicle applications that require their advanced catalytic capabilities.

**ECO II**
- Designed to be effective on most complex or second generation on board diagnostic (OBD II) systems.

**ECO III**
- Designed with twice the amount of Rhodium to keep the Check Engine Light (MIL) off on vehicles with emissions that are out of the normal range.

**ECO GM**
- Developed specifically to meet the emissions challenges of GM 2.2, 3.1, 3.4, and 3.8L engines.

**ECO CARB**
- These converters are CARB compliant, and available in Universal and Direct-fit configurations for OBD II and pre-OBD II California vehicles.

NEW!

Not all products for sale in CA or any state that has adopted CA regulations.
Bringing you more ways to help grow your exhaust business...

Global Leader in Catalytic Converters

Eastern has been in business for over 34 years, and we were one of the original manufacturers in the aftermarket catalytic converter industry. We pride ourselves on our Direct-fit catalytic converter coverage, the highest and fastest order fill rate in the industry, daily drop shipping, vehicle-tested OE fit, and emission control catalysts that use actual OEM washcoats from the largest catalyst manufacturer in the world.

At Eastern, 100% of our research and development efforts focus on manufacturing catalytic converters. That’s what makes us the best in the business. Partnering with Eastern means more new products, more innovations, and more ways to grow your exhaust business.

Quality
World-class quality has earned Eastern Catalytic Converters certification in over 58 countries around the globe. Continual improvements in our design, production, and product delivery systems have made Eastern the smart choice in catalytic converters.

Value
Compare Eastern’s value to the competition. Our flexible and efficient manufacturing facilities in the US, Canada, Mexico, and the UK make our converter lines highly competitive. And, with Eastern, you’re assured of quality and performance that meets or exceeds OEM specs.

Coverage
Eastern’s coverage for cars, light trucks, SUVs, and vans is the best in the industry. Our Direct-fit line now includes over 1,400 part numbers with coverage for over 50,000 applications. Our Universal line has over 800 SKUs in configurations to fit over 95% of the registered vehicles in U.S. and Canada. Our new Performance line has been expanded to include 150 SKUs.

Technology
We actively work to keep Eastern at the leading edge of converter technology. Our proprietary NANO technology chemistry yields highly efficient loadings for lower cost and better converter efficiency. Our continuing investments in the latest manufacturing equipment help us maintain industry-leading efficiency and productivity, keep our prices competitive and our build-quality the best in the business.